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A. Introduction 

1. In its letter dated June 30, 2009, the Commission invited participants to make 
submissions on the following two questions: 

• What, if any, is the duty to consult with First Nations and accommodate with 
respect to determination of the Long-Term Electricity Transmission Inquiry? 

• If there is a duty to consult, how would that duty be fulfilled and how can it 
best be fulfilled such that the Panel can also fulfill its legal requirements to 
hold an Inquiry and complete its draft report by June 30, 2009? 

These are the combined submissions of the Intervenors Squamish Nation, Lax Kw'alaams 
Indian Band and Carrier Sekani Tribal Council. 

B. The Duty to Consult 

1. Overview 

2. It is the submission of these interveners that in the circumstances of this inquiry, 
the Commission itself has a duty to consult with and potentially accommodate Aboriginal 
groups for the following reasons: 

a) The present inquiry is fundamentally distinct from other applications the 
Commission acts as a quasi-judicial tribunal.  Here, the Commission’s role is to 
provide policy advice to the Government and not to adjudicate in respect of an 
application; 

b) The general principles regarding consultation compel the Commission to 
engage in consultation and accommodation in this process; and 
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c) The Crown’s obligation to begin consultations with Aboriginal groups 
begins at the early stages of contemplated government action.  The present 
inquiry is an early step in the development of power infrastructure in the Province 
and now is the time that consultation must begin. 

2. Nature of the Inquiry 

3. In this inquiry, the Commission acts under direct statutory mandate from the 
Crown under section 5(4) of the Utilities Commission Act and under Terms of Reference 
and guidelines from the Minister. 

4. Thus, the Commission is tasked with making determinations in an inquiry setting 
on behalf of the Crown which are to guide the Province’s electrical power supply 
planning for 30 years. 

5. These provisions are fundamentally different than other provisions of the Utilities 
Commission Act which engage the Commission in its capacity as a quasi-judicial tribunal 
such as s. 45 or 71, where the Commission’s jurisdiction to determine applications which 
engage the rights of Applicants. 

6. In the present inquiry, there is no specific person or utility making an application.  
The mandate the Commission has in the present inquiry primarily engages its policy-
making role rather than the quasi-judicial role that is exercised in other types of 
proceedings.  The public policy element of administrative tribunals is well established in 
Canadian jurisprudence.  (See for example Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. V British Columbia 
(General Manager, Liquor Control and Licencing Branch), 2001 SCC 52, [2001] 2 
S.C.R. 781.) 

7. Here the Commission is not ruling on application made by an outside proponent 
but rather conducting a broad inquiry with the mandate to make determinations on behalf 
of the Crown that will have fundamental impacts upon aboriginal interests over the next 
30 years.  There can be no clearer case where the duty of the Crown to consult before 
making a decision arises, and it is absolutely clear that the Commission itself is the 
decision-maker here on behalf of the Crown. 

8. Further, the Commission’s determinations may be irrevocable pursuant to s. 5(7) 
of the Act.  Thus, the determinations made here could have permanent or at least very 
long-term implications for First Nations. 

3. The Duty to Consult Here 

(a) Nature of the Decisions 

9. The present inquiry gives rise to a duty of consultation.  The task before the 
Commission is, broadly speaking, to inquire and make determinations with respect to 
British Columbia’s electricity transmission infrastructure and capacity needs for a 30 year 
period. 
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10. The determinations here will have direct implications for ‘geographic’ locations 
of future projects and transmission lines, which will have inevitable impacts on 
individual First Nations, but it will also have numerous important indirect implications 
for impacts through policy decisions, processes, and other choices which will drive 
development or non-development of various projects. 

11. The courts have commented on when the duty to consult will arise.  In Haida 
Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) the Court stated: 

The foundation of the duty in the Crown’s honour and the goal 
of reconciliation suggest that the duty arises when the Crown has 
knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of the 
Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely 
affect it.  

12. The Commission here is not adjudicating a specific application with a proponent, 
where a prior decision by a Crown proponent or agency can be identified, as in 
Kwikwetlem, (which would allow for the quality of consultation and accommodation by 
that proponent to be assessed) but rather making the long-term decisions itself.  

(b) Timing for Consultation 

13. This inquiry represents the early stages of long-term planning for power 
generation and distribution in British Columbia.  Courts have repeatedly emphasized that 
it is at this early stage that First Nations are to be brought into the planning process 
through consultation.  For example: 

a) In Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), 
2005 SCC 69, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388 the Court held that First Nation concerns are 
to be “addressed early in the planning stages of the project.” (emphasis added) 

b) In Carrier Sekani, the Court of Appeal stated at para. 52: 

The process of consultation envisaged in Haida requires 
discussion at an early stage of a government plan that may impact 
Aboriginal interests, before matters crystallize, so that First 
Nations do not have to deal with a plan that has become an 
accomplished fact. 

c) In Kwiketlem at para. 62: 

The Crown’s obligation to First Nations requires interactive 
consultation and, where necessary, accommodation, at every stage 
of a Crown activity that has the potential to affect their Aboriginal 
interests. 

d) In Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia, Finch C.J.B.C. said the 
following in a passage adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in Mikisew: 
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The Crown’s duty to consult imposes on it a positive obligation to 
reasonably ensure that aboriginal peoples are provided with all 
necessary information in a timely way so that they have an 
opportunity to express their interests and concerns, and to ensure 
that their representations are seriously considered and, wherever 
possible, demonstrably integrated into the proposed plan of action. 
(emphasis added) 

14. Thus, in many cases government action fails to uphold the honour of the crown 
for failure to engage First Nations early in a process. 

15. In this case, the early planning and determinations to be made by the Commission 
through the inquiry may well “crystallize” pursuant to s. 5(7).  Thus, it is particularly 
imperative that the Commission consult with First Nations at this early stage so that 
matters do not crystallize before First Nations have meaningful input. 

16. The determinations made by the Commission here will guide the choice of site-
specific projects and transmission lines into the future, but insofar as those future 
decisions will be derivative from the determinations made here, it will be impossible to 
‘consult and accommodate’ meaningfully at that time, if consultation has not effectively 
occurred here.  Or, to put it in opposite terms, if consultation does not properly occur 
here, then consultation on future decisions, to meet constitutional legal requirements, 
would need to start from a place where they are not bound by the determinations here, 
which will mean the Commission’s decisions here will be of lesser or no value. 

(c) The BC Hydro Process 

17. The consultation proposal set out by Deputy Minister Greg Reimer in his letter to 
BC Hydro and BCTC of March 25, 2009 (Exhibit B2-4) is fundamentally inadequate in a 
number of critical ways. 

18. First, it contemplates a process where First Nation concerns are to be filtered 
through another party (BC Hydro) to the party making determinations (the Commission).  
As noted, in other processes, such as the CPCN process, BC Hydro makes the critical 
determinations and submits those to the Commission for certification.  Here, though, it is 
the Commission itself that is making determinations and thus must engage First Nations 
in this early stage of that determination process. 

19. Second, the Deputy Minister’s proposal misses the mark on the timing of 
consultation.  The Deputy Minister writes: 

The Minister will consider whether First Nations interests and concerns related to 
the transmission inquiry and the potential impacts of the BCUC’s determination 
will require further consultation before making a decision to order a regulation 
under Section 5(7) of the UC Act.  The MEMPR is not requesting BC Hydro to 
undertake consultation on the impact of the BCUC’s determination at this time. 
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20. Thus, BC Hydro is neither the decision-maker, nor is it tasked to consult about 
impacts of the Commission’s decision. Compounding this, it is the Minister who will 
decide, at a later date, (presumably after the Commission has made its determinations) on 
whether that consultation is required.  This fundamentally misses the point that 
consultation is to begin in the planning stages and not after determinations are made and 
matters crystallize. 

21. Thirdly, B.C. Hydro is not purporting to consult on the proper questions. B.C. 
Hydro is consulting on ‘its submissions’. Presumably it can also hear comments on its 
proposed infrastructure solutions. But it is not consulting upon a proper consultation and 
accommodation model or process scenario nor on any proposed alternative process. It has 
not been asked to do so, it is not capable of designing such a model (only the First 
Nations themselves would possess that expertise), and it is a highly interested party, who 
would not be suited for such design nor likely to suggest it.  

(d) The ‘Quasi-Judicial’ question 

22. The Commission in acting within this s. 5 mandated inquiry is not acting in a 
quasi-judicial role. 

23. The origin of the ‘quasi-judicial’ test arose in administrative law in relation to 
jurisdiction to grant writs of certiorari and determine the applicability of the rules of 
natural justice. The courts traditionally required two basic criteria to determine that a 
tribunal was acting in a quasi-judicial capacity: 

• The determination of pre-existing legal rights; 

• the existence of a ‘super-added’ duty to act judicially 

Reference: Bell Canada v. Canadian Telephone Employee Association, [2003] 1 
S.C.R. 884, Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. V British Columbia (General Manager, 
Liquor Control and Licencing Branch), 2001 SCC 52, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 781; 
Calgary Power Ltd. v. Copithorne, [1959] S.C.R. 24, per Martland J.;  David J. 
Mullan, ed., Canadian Encyclopedic Digest (Accessed off Westlaw), 
Administrative Law III(2)(a)(i) (Thomson Reuters Canada Limited, Toronto: 
1998), s. 50; David Phillip Jones, Anne S. de Villars, Principles of 
Administrative Law, 3rd Ed. (Carswell, Toronto, 1999, pg 85-6; David J. 
Mullan, ed., Canadian Encyclopedic Digest (Accessed off Westlaw), 
Administrative Law III(2)(a)(i) (Thomson Reuters Canada Limited, Toronto: 
1998); 

24. In Administrative Law (Mullen), the author cites the Law Quarterly Review 
article on “Administrative Law and the Courts” by D.M. Gordon as defining a judicial 
function as: 

“…the determination of “pre-existing” rights and liabilities through the 
application of a “fixed objective standard”, while an administrative function was 
the creation of rights and liabilities through “policy and expediency”. 
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25. While there are no doubt significant financial impacts likely to result from this 
Inquiry on the public utilities, and indeed on all participants, it cannot be said that there 
are “rights” which are the subject of determination. There is no lis inter parties; the 
Commission is not determining the grant of any application or taking away any existing 
rights from the utilities. The Commission instead is engaged in drawing up a future plan 
for expansion of the transmission facilities of the Province, which will be implemented 
over time. This is clear ‘policy’ advice.  

26. In Brown and Evans Judicial Review of Administrative Action in Canada, it is 
said in describing the case-law defining ‘quasi-judicial’: 

“Furthermore, the courts were reluctant to conclude a body was required by law to 
act judicially if it had been granted any significant discretion of a policy nature, or 
if it did not render final decisions” (pg. 1:2200, 2008 ed). 

27. There can be no better description of the Commission’s role in this s. 5 Inquiry. 

 

C. How the Duty should be Fulfilled 

28. The second question on which the Commission has invited comment is how a 
consultation process can be fulfilled within the time allotted to complete this inquiry.  To 
address this question, we begin by setting a framework of general principles that must be 
achieved within any consultation process and then comment on the process for this case. 

Principles of Aboriginal Consultation 

29. In considering how consultation is to be effected in this case, the Commission 
must govern itself in accordance with the procedural and substantive principles of 
consultation set out by the court.  These include the following: 

(a) Consultation must be Meaningful 

30. Consultation is more than just a matter of gathering information First Nations or 
giving them an opportunity to be heard.  In Mikisew, where the decision-maker had not 
seriously considered First Nation concerns, the Court stated: 

Consultation that excludes from the outset any form of accommodation would be 
meaningless.  The contemplated process is not simply one of giving the Mikisew 
an opportunity to blow off steam before the Minister proceeds to do what she 
intended to do all along.  

31. An important point that must not be ignored is that, if there is a duty to consult, 
where there are impacts, there will also be a duty to accommodate. It is not clear, at this 
stage, what form such ‘accommodation’ for the Commission’s determination may have to 
take. That is one of the purposes of consultation. Possibly, this must be specific and 
substantive (eg. a change in the transmission choices, or specific compensation etc), or 
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possibly, because this Inquiry will only produce general policy options, it may be that 
accommodation can be a ‘process’ option – a series of suggestions for processes or 
options for resolving or reconciling First Nation issues in future planning.  

32. Even if accommodation, at the end of the Inquiry, is only a set of ‘process’ 
recommendations, the Commission must undertake consultation to determine what those 
might be. 

33. The process adopted by the Commission here must not only give First Nations an 
opportunity to be heard, it must provide that their concerns can be “demonstrably 
integrated into the proposed plan of action.” 

Reference: Halfway River 

34. In Haida, the SCC adopted the statement from Delgamuukw: 

The nature and scope of the duty of consultation will vary with the 
circumstances.  In occasional cases, when the breach is less serious or 
relatively minor, it will be no more than a duty to discuss important 
decisions that will be taken with respect to lands held pursuant to 
aboriginal title.  Of course, even in these rare cases when the minimum 
acceptable standard is consultation, this consultation must be in good faith, 
and with the intention of substantially addressing the concerns of the 
aboriginal peoples whose lands are at issue.  In most cases, it will be 
significantly deeper than mere consultation.  Some cases may even require 
the full consent of an aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces enact 
hunting and fishing regulations in relation to aboriginal lands. 

35. At para 44 in Haida, the court stated: 

At the other end of the spectrum lie cases where a strong prima facie case 
for the claim is established, the right and potential infringement is of high 
significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of non-compensable 
damage is high.  In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a 
satisfactory interim solution, may be required.  While precise requirements 
will vary with the circumstances, the consultation required at this stage 
may entail the opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal 
participation in the decision-making process, and provision of written 
reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were considered and to reveal 
the impact they had on the decision. 

(b) First Nations are entitled to a distinct process 

36. In order to fulfill the duty of consultation, a separate process for First Nations 
may be necessary.  In Mikisew, the Court found that the consultation obligation was at the 
low end of the spectrum but even at this low end: 
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The Crown was required to provide notice to the Mikisew and to engage 
directly with them (and not, as seems to have been the case here, as an 
afterthought to a general public consultation with Park users).  This 
engagement ought to have included the provision of information about the 
project addressing what the Crown knew to be Mikisew interests and what 
the Crown anticipated might be the potential adverse impact on those 
interests.  The Crown was required to solicit and to listen carefully to the 
Mikisew concerns, and to attempt to minimize adverse impacts on the 
Mikisew hunting, fishing and trapping rights.  

(c) The fundamental objective is reconciliation 

37. The overriding objective of consultation is reconciliation.  In Mikisew, the 
Supreme Court of Canada said: 

The fundamental objective of the modern law of aboriginal and treaty 
rights is the reconciliation of aboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal 
peoples and their respective claims, interests and ambitions.  

38. This means, as expressed above, it is not the Commission’s task to simply listen 
to or receive submissions from First Nations. A proper consultation process will have the 
objective of determining accommodation. Such a process should have the following 
characteristics: 

• “Formal participation in the decision-making process” 

• A separate or distinct process (separate from general public stakeholders) 

• Direct Engagement– the Commission (decision-maker) will directly engage with 
First Nations in a manner conducive to hearing their concerns 

• Interactive – the Commission must have a methodology to jointly discuss 
proposed solutions or accommodations after hearing concerns, and demonstrably 
incorporate their concerns into the proposed plan of action with a view to 
achieving reconciliation. 

• Resourcing – First Nations will have adequate resources to participate at a level 
necessary to understand the issues and provide suitable responses 

How to Fulfill the Duty in this Proceeding 

39. Three important preliminary considerations: 

a) First Nations are not monolithic or unanimous.  There are many Nations in 
B.C., represented by 203 Indian Band councils and a number of Tribal Councils 
and other organizations.  There is no single ‘First Nation’ government that can 
speak on behalf of all.  There are differing regions, different cultures and different 
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interests.  There can never be a single answer to the question: “What do First 
Nations want?” 

b) A duty to consult is the Commission’s obligation.  Solving the difficult 
logistical problems will be a challenge, but one which arises from the wide nature 
of the inquiry.  First Nations did not create this problem, and cannot be expected 
to solve it.  Our submissions are intended to be helpful suggestions, not a 
complete solution. 

c) There has already been a failure of consultation in the drafting of the 
Terms of Reference, and in the appointment of the Commission. The Commission 
should have included First Nation appointees, and the Terms of Reference should 
have been designed in consultation with First Nations. The Commission must now 
do all within its power to ensure that this oversight is recognized and corrected. 

40. The Commission’s duty to consult in this inquiry should not be approached as a 
legal obligation to be reluctantly performed at minimum standards, but instead as an 
important opportunity to add value to the Commission’s work, which, if a solution can 
be found, will add benefit for all participants before the Commission. 

41. Until recently, the Utilities Commission was not directly engaged with First 
Nation’s interest in its deliberations. Following the Court of Appeal decisions in Carrier 
Sekani and Kwikwetlem, there remain many unanswered questions for the Commission, 
for proponents, and for First Nations in how future processes will unfold, and in how the 
substantive obligations of accommodation can be met and can be factored into planning. 

42. If the Commission is able to design a proper consultation process, it might assist 
the Commission at the end of the Inquiry to answer some or all of the following 
questions: 

• What are the nature of the First Nation’s interests engaged by the various 
transmission and generation options? 

• At what stage, and in what manner, should the potential impacts and 
infringements of First Nations interests be factored into the planning of major 
infrastructure projects? 

• How do First Nations want to be consulted on such projects (and what is the 
role of the Commission and/or B.C. Hydro)? 

• What are the types of accommodation that will be required to deal with First 
Nation interests (eg. Strategic Land-Use Planning, Mitigation, Compensation, 
Revenue-sharing, Employment Benefits, Decision-making etc) and which are 
of a nature or magnitude that require consideration in this proceeding, or other 
subsequent utility or government strategic planning? 
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•   What institutional structures or processes or Commission rules or practices 
are recommended for dealing with these issues in implementing transmission 
infrastructure design and future major projects arising out of the Inquiry? 

• What are the impacts of First Nation concerns on costs/benefit analyses, and 
on scenarios or forecasting, and ultimately on the Commission’s 
determinations? 

43. If such questions could be answered, in whole or in part, the Commission would 
not only meet its legal duty, but provide a valuable service to the electrical industry, 
electrical consumers, and government, as well as First Nations with increased certainty 
and rollback for our future projects and applications will benefit all. 

44. It is not possible to give definitive answers to the above questions at this stage of 
the process, even for these individual First Nation Intervenors, let alone for First Nations 
generally throughout the Province.  We submit that such answers may be achievable and 
that it is substantial effort to do so.  Indeed, we submit that the Commission’s task in the 
Inquiry cannot be properly concluded nor reasoned choices made, without substantial 
progress on these questions. 

45. To achieve an outcome of such value will take concerted effort and proper 
process design.  It will requires positive effort from the Commission and reaching out.  It 
will not be achieved by the Commission taking a passive role, and relying upon the 
submissions of the present First Nation Intervenors, nor will it be achieved through the 
present BC Hydro ‘consultation’ process, nor solely by First Nation’s critique of BC 
Hydro’s submissions in an adversarial manner. 

The Logistical Challenge 

46. One logistical challenge for the Commission lies in the wide-scale impact nature 
of the Inquiry, and the extensive geographic scope of potential impacts across many more 
First Nations than our present Intervenors.  The obligation for meaningful consultation 
requires positive effort to identify concerns, and an interactive process for designing 
solutions.  Neither of those can be achieved by passive approach or by merely providing 
‘an opportunity to make submissions’. 

47. It is probably unrealistic, within the time frames authorized, to enable the 
Commission to implement a proper consultation process with all of the 203 Indian Bands 
or Nations that will be potential impacted by the determinations to be made. But it is also 
not acceptable to simply make those determinations based solely on the input, or even 
full consultation with, the few First Nations who have chosen to actively participate in 
the Inquiry. 

48. If logistics prevent the Commission from fully consulting and engaging in 
accommodation discussions with all First Nations then it is suggested that the 
Commission must make all reasonable efforts available to it for alternative 
mechanisms. Such alternative mechanisms should take maximum advantage of the First 
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Nations expertise available from the select First Nations that are participants, perhaps 
through collaborative processes. But the Commission must go further, and make positive 
and active attempts to invite comment from other First Nations, to visit those that wish to 
participate, and to ensure that any ‘scenario’ or ‘options’ development includes a 
gathering of information that represents as wide a sub-section of First Nations as 
reasonably possible. 

The Information Challenge  

49. Just as the Commission looks to utilities such as BC Hydro to develop, test and 
present complex ‘Scenarios’, with its engineering and forecasting expertise, the 
Commission should look for First Nation’s expertise in the development of various 
‘Scenarios’, or ‘Options’ for the answers to the First Nation questions.  As with utilities-
developed technical models, the Commission can be guided by such models, subject to 
testing by the Commission, and by other Participants and Intervenors. 

50. First Nations are the most trust-worthy source of information about First Nation 
concerns. The Commission should look first to empower First Nations to design process 
models to resolve First Nation issues. 

51. These Intervenors wish to advise the Commission that we are prepared to work 
together with the other First Nation Intervenors in an appropriate collaborative process 
for a general scenario development, specific to the consultation and accommodation 
questions, to answer the questions set out above. Such a process should be based on 
development of wide and representative process options, in as non-adversarial manner as 
possible. 

52. This proposed ‘collaborative’ First Nation Consultation scenario/model might 
focus on process and accommodation options. It should be in addition to, and not replace 
the scenario development by B.C. Hydro already underway on various other questions. A 
First Nation perspective also needs to be considered within those scenarios. 

53. Already, from the Commissions Scoping order (G-86-09) it is apparent that the 
Commission contemplates that B.C.T.C./B.C. Hydro will be developing generation 
scenarios, demand scenarios, export scenarios and cost comparisons between options 
without factoring in First Nation costs. An adequate way to integrate the First Nations 
perspective in those scenarios needs to be identified, in addition to reviewing a First 
Nation generated scenario/model in respect of consultation and accommodation.  

54. Such ‘collaborative’ participation in both the BC Hydro scenarios and the FN 
scenario should not replace the ability of a First Nation Intervenor to represent its own 
individual interests, and to test such models from its own perspective, in a manner 
normally open to Intervenors before the Commission. 
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2. Suggested Approach 

55. Accordingly, these Intervenors suggest the following approach: 

i) An Advisory Panel: the Commission must recognize the absence 
of appropriate participation from First Nations in its make-up. 
Since the Commissioners cannot probably alter their own 
appointments, they could however appoint a three-person panel 
from First Nations to sit as equals in some or all of the 
Commission’s deliberations, and provide a resource for the 
Commission to engage directly; 

ii) Community Engagement Hearings:  The Commission itself should 
engage with all communities wishing to participate in informal 
community hearings/meetings (at least one to each major nation), 
which would be held in First Nation communities, and where the 
Commissioners could obtain a first-hand understanding of 
concerns; 

iii) Scenario Critiques:  To the extent that the Commission has relied 
or will rely upon BC Hydro/BCTC technical scenarios, options or 
modeling, the Commission should empower the present First 
Nation Intervenors, working collaboratively, to develop alternative 
scenarios or scenario critiques from a First Nation prospective; 

iv) Consultation and Accommodation modeling:  The Commission 
should empower a collaborative First Nation-led Scenario/Options 
development for potential consultation and accommodation 
processes and options. Such a modeling process should be 
designed seek to recognize First Nations views from the widest 
sub-set possible, and not specific to the Intervenors; 

v) A Separate Consultation and Accommodation Section for the 
Hearing: The evidence produced by a First Nation-led Scenario or 
Model should be the subject of a specific portion of the Hearing 
where such a model can be tested by First Nation Intervenors, the 
Commission, and other participants;  

vi) Draft Reasons: The Commission should produce, after the above 
processes have concluded, draft written portions of its potential 
intended report dealing with consultation and accommodation, and 
how it might propose to deal with First Nations issues, and allow 
First Nations a real chance to comment (either through a further 
hearing, or by submissions), and then provide further reasons 
adjusting its proposals to accommodate First Nation concerns. 
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56. It is important to understand that these suggestions constitute one possible 
roadmap. It cannot be said that this roadmap fully complies with the duty of consultation 
and accommodation which arises for all First Nations on the very important issues arising 
in the Inquiry. However, given the logistical limitations, it may be an adequate substitute, 
and if fully implemented, may provide an outcome that will provide value for all.  

 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 24 DAY OF JULY, 2009 

ON BEHALF OF THE SQUAMISH NATION, THE LAX KW’ALAAMS INDIAN 
BAND AND THE CARRIER SEKANI TRIBAL COUNCIL 

_____________________________ 

Gregory J. McDade, Q.C. 

 Legal Counsel 
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	6. In the present inquiry, there is no specific person or utility making an application.  The mandate the Commission has in the present inquiry primarily engages its policy-making role rather than the quasi-judicial role that is exercised in other types of proceedings.  The public policy element of administrative tribunals is well established in Canadian jurisprudence.  (See for example Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. V British Columbia (General Manager, Liquor Control and Licencing Branch), 2001 SCC 52, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 781.)
	7. Here the Commission is not ruling on application made by an outside proponent but rather conducting a broad inquiry with the mandate to make determinations on behalf of the Crown that will have fundamental impacts upon aboriginal interests over the next 30 years.  There can be no clearer case where the duty of the Crown to consult before making a decision arises, and it is absolutely clear that the Commission itself is the decision-maker here on behalf of the Crown.
	8. Further, the Commission’s determinations may be irrevocable pursuant to s. 5(7) of the Act.  Thus, the determinations made here could have permanent or at least very long-term implications for First Nations.

	3. The Duty to Consult Here
	(a) Nature of the Decisions
	9. The present inquiry gives rise to a duty of consultation.  The task before the Commission is, broadly speaking, to inquire and make determinations with respect to British Columbia’s electricity transmission infrastructure and capacity needs for a 30 year period.
	10. The determinations here will have direct implications for ‘geographic’ locations of future projects and transmission lines, which will have inevitable impacts on individual First Nations, but it will also have numerous important indirect implications for impacts through policy decisions, processes, and other choices which will drive development or non-development of various projects.
	11. The courts have commented on when the duty to consult will arise.  In Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests) the Court stated:
	The foundation of the duty in the Crown’s honour and the goal of reconciliation suggest that the duty arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, of the potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that might adversely affect it. 
	12. The Commission here is not adjudicating a specific application with a proponent, where a prior decision by a Crown proponent or agency can be identified, as in Kwikwetlem, (which would allow for the quality of consultation and accommodation by that proponent to be assessed) but rather making the long-term decisions itself. 

	(b) Timing for Consultation
	13. This inquiry represents the early stages of long-term planning for power generation and distribution in British Columbia.  Courts have repeatedly emphasized that it is at this early stage that First Nations are to be brought into the planning process through consultation.  For example:
	a) In Mikisew Cree First Nation v. Canada (Minister of Canadian Heritage), 2005 SCC 69, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388 the Court held that First Nation concerns are to be “addressed early in the planning stages of the project.” (emphasis added)
	b) In Carrier Sekani, the Court of Appeal stated at para. 52:
	The process of consultation envisaged in Haida requires discussion at an early stage of a government plan that may impact Aboriginal interests, before matters crystallize, so that First Nations do not have to deal with a plan that has become an accomplished fact.
	c) In Kwiketlem at para. 62:
	The Crown’s obligation to First Nations requires interactive consultation and, where necessary, accommodation, at every stage of a Crown activity that has the potential to affect their Aboriginal interests.
	d) In Halfway River First Nation v. British Columbia, Finch C.J.B.C. said the following in a passage adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada in Mikisew:
	The Crown’s duty to consult imposes on it a positive obligation to reasonably ensure that aboriginal peoples are provided with all necessary information in a timely way so that they have an opportunity to express their interests and concerns, and to ensure that their representations are seriously considered and, wherever possible, demonstrably integrated into the proposed plan of action. (emphasis added)
	14. Thus, in many cases government action fails to uphold the honour of the crown for failure to engage First Nations early in a process.
	15. In this case, the early planning and determinations to be made by the Commission through the inquiry may well “crystallize” pursuant to s. 5(7).  Thus, it is particularly imperative that the Commission consult with First Nations at this early stage so that matters do not crystallize before First Nations have meaningful input.
	16. The determinations made by the Commission here will guide the choice of site-specific projects and transmission lines into the future, but insofar as those future decisions will be derivative from the determinations made here, it will be impossible to ‘consult and accommodate’ meaningfully at that time, if consultation has not effectively occurred here.  Or, to put it in opposite terms, if consultation does not properly occur here, then consultation on future decisions, to meet constitutional legal requirements, would need to start from a place where they are not bound by the determinations here, which will mean the Commission’s decisions here will be of lesser or no value.


	(c) The BC Hydro Process
	17. The consultation proposal set out by Deputy Minister Greg Reimer in his letter to BC Hydro and BCTC of March 25, 2009 (Exhibit B2-4) is fundamentally inadequate in a number of critical ways.
	18. First, it contemplates a process where First Nation concerns are to be filtered through another party (BC Hydro) to the party making determinations (the Commission).  As noted, in other processes, such as the CPCN process, BC Hydro makes the critical determinations and submits those to the Commission for certification.  Here, though, it is the Commission itself that is making determinations and thus must engage First Nations in this early stage of that determination process.
	19. Second, the Deputy Minister’s proposal misses the mark on the timing of consultation.  The Deputy Minister writes:
	The Minister will consider whether First Nations interests and concerns related to the transmission inquiry and the potential impacts of the BCUC’s determination will require further consultation before making a decision to order a regulation under Section 5(7) of the UC Act.  The MEMPR is not requesting BC Hydro to undertake consultation on the impact of the BCUC’s determination at this time.
	20. Thus, BC Hydro is neither the decision-maker, nor is it tasked to consult about impacts of the Commission’s decision. Compounding this, it is the Minister who will decide, at a later date, (presumably after the Commission has made its determinations) on whether that consultation is required.  This fundamentally misses the point that consultation is to begin in the planning stages and not after determinations are made and matters crystallize.
	21. Thirdly, B.C. Hydro is not purporting to consult on the proper questions. B.C. Hydro is consulting on ‘its submissions’. Presumably it can also hear comments on its proposed infrastructure solutions. But it is not consulting upon a proper consultation and accommodation model or process scenario nor on any proposed alternative process. It has not been asked to do so, it is not capable of designing such a model (only the First Nations themselves would possess that expertise), and it is a highly interested party, who would not be suited for such design nor likely to suggest it. 

	(d) The ‘Quasi-Judicial’ question
	22. The Commission in acting within this s. 5 mandated inquiry is not acting in a quasi-judicial role.
	23. The origin of the ‘quasi-judicial’ test arose in administrative law in relation to jurisdiction to grant writs of certiorari and determine the applicability of the rules of natural justice. The courts traditionally required two basic criteria to determine that a tribunal was acting in a quasi-judicial capacity:
	 The determination of pre-existing legal rights;
	 the existence of a ‘super-added’ duty to act judicially
	Reference: Bell Canada v. Canadian Telephone Employee Association, [2003] 1 S.C.R. 884, Ocean Port Hotel Ltd. V British Columbia (General Manager, Liquor Control and Licencing Branch), 2001 SCC 52, [2001] 2 S.C.R. 781; Calgary Power Ltd. v. Copithorne, [1959] S.C.R. 24, per Martland J.;  David J. Mullan, ed., Canadian Encyclopedic Digest (Accessed off Westlaw), Administrative Law III(2)(a)(i) (Thomson Reuters Canada Limited, Toronto: 1998), s. 50; David Phillip Jones, Anne S. de Villars, Principles of Administrative Law, 3rd Ed. (Carswell, Toronto, 1999, pg 85-6; David J. Mullan, ed., Canadian Encyclopedic Digest (Accessed off Westlaw), Administrative Law III(2)(a)(i) (Thomson Reuters Canada Limited, Toronto: 1998);
	24. In Administrative Law (Mullen), the author cites the Law Quarterly Review article on “Administrative Law and the Courts” by D.M. Gordon as defining a judicial function as:
	“…the determination of “pre-existing” rights and liabilities through the application of a “fixed objective standard”, while an administrative function was the creation of rights and liabilities through “policy and expediency”.
	25. While there are no doubt significant financial impacts likely to result from this Inquiry on the public utilities, and indeed on all participants, it cannot be said that there are “rights” which are the subject of determination. There is no lis inter parties; the Commission is not determining the grant of any application or taking away any existing rights from the utilities. The Commission instead is engaged in drawing up a future plan for expansion of the transmission facilities of the Province, which will be implemented over time. This is clear ‘policy’ advice. 
	26. In Brown and Evans Judicial Review of Administrative Action in Canada, it is said in describing the case-law defining ‘quasi-judicial’:
	“Furthermore, the courts were reluctant to conclude a body was required by law to act judicially if it had been granted any significant discretion of a policy nature, or if it did not render final decisions” (pg. 1:2200, 2008 ed).
	27. There can be no better description of the Commission’s role in this s. 5 Inquiry.



	C. How the Duty should be Fulfilled
	28. The second question on which the Commission has invited comment is how a consultation process can be fulfilled within the time allotted to complete this inquiry.  To address this question, we begin by setting a framework of general principles that must be achieved within any consultation process and then comment on the process for this case.
	Principles of Aboriginal Consultation
	29. In considering how consultation is to be effected in this case, the Commission must govern itself in accordance with the procedural and substantive principles of consultation set out by the court.  These include the following:

	(a) Consultation must be Meaningful
	30. Consultation is more than just a matter of gathering information First Nations or giving them an opportunity to be heard.  In Mikisew, where the decision-maker had not seriously considered First Nation concerns, the Court stated:
	Consultation that excludes from the outset any form of accommodation would be meaningless.  The contemplated process is not simply one of giving the Mikisew an opportunity to blow off steam before the Minister proceeds to do what she intended to do all along. 
	31. An important point that must not be ignored is that, if there is a duty to consult, where there are impacts, there will also be a duty to accommodate. It is not clear, at this stage, what form such ‘accommodation’ for the Commission’s determination may have to take. That is one of the purposes of consultation. Possibly, this must be specific and substantive (eg. a change in the transmission choices, or specific compensation etc), or possibly, because this Inquiry will only produce general policy options, it may be that accommodation can be a ‘process’ option – a series of suggestions for processes or options for resolving or reconciling First Nation issues in future planning. 
	32. Even if accommodation, at the end of the Inquiry, is only a set of ‘process’ recommendations, the Commission must undertake consultation to determine what those might be.
	33. The process adopted by the Commission here must not only give First Nations an opportunity to be heard, it must provide that their concerns can be “demonstrably integrated into the proposed plan of action.”
	Reference: Halfway River
	34. In Haida, the SCC adopted the statement from Delgamuukw:
	The nature and scope of the duty of consultation will vary with the circumstances.  In occasional cases, when the breach is less serious or relatively minor, it will be no more than a duty to discuss important decisions that will be taken with respect to lands held pursuant to aboriginal title.  Of course, even in these rare cases when the minimum acceptable standard is consultation, this consultation must be in good faith, and with the intention of substantially addressing the concerns of the aboriginal peoples whose lands are at issue.  In most cases, it will be significantly deeper than mere consultation.  Some cases may even require the full consent of an aboriginal nation, particularly when provinces enact hunting and fishing regulations in relation to aboriginal lands.
	35. At para 44 in Haida, the court stated:
	At the other end of the spectrum lie cases where a strong prima facie case for the claim is established, the right and potential infringement is of high significance to the Aboriginal peoples, and the risk of non-compensable damage is high.  In such cases deep consultation, aimed at finding a satisfactory interim solution, may be required.  While precise requirements will vary with the circumstances, the consultation required at this stage may entail the opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation in the decision-making process, and provision of written reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were considered and to reveal the impact they had on the decision.


	(b) First Nations are entitled to a distinct process
	36. In order to fulfill the duty of consultation, a separate process for First Nations may be necessary.  In Mikisew, the Court found that the consultation obligation was at the low end of the spectrum but even at this low end:
	The Crown was required to provide notice to the Mikisew and to engage directly with them (and not, as seems to have been the case here, as an afterthought to a general public consultation with Park users).  This engagement ought to have included the provision of information about the project addressing what the Crown knew to be Mikisew interests and what the Crown anticipated might be the potential adverse impact on those interests.  The Crown was required to solicit and to listen carefully to the Mikisew concerns, and to attempt to minimize adverse impacts on the Mikisew hunting, fishing and trapping rights. 

	(c) The fundamental objective is reconciliation
	37. The overriding objective of consultation is reconciliation.  In Mikisew, the Supreme Court of Canada said:
	The fundamental objective of the modern law of aboriginal and treaty rights is the reconciliation of aboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal peoples and their respective claims, interests and ambitions. 
	38. This means, as expressed above, it is not the Commission’s task to simply listen to or receive submissions from First Nations. A proper consultation process will have the objective of determining accommodation. Such a process should have the following characteristics:
	 “Formal participation in the decision-making process”
	 A separate or distinct process (separate from general public stakeholders)
	 Direct Engagement– the Commission (decision-maker) will directly engage with First Nations in a manner conducive to hearing their concerns
	 Interactive – the Commission must have a methodology to jointly discuss proposed solutions or accommodations after hearing concerns, and demonstrably incorporate their concerns into the proposed plan of action with a view to achieving reconciliation.
	 Resourcing – First Nations will have adequate resources to participate at a level necessary to understand the issues and provide suitable responses
	How to Fulfill the Duty in this Proceeding
	39. Three important preliminary considerations:
	a) First Nations are not monolithic or unanimous.  There are many Nations in B.C., represented by 203 Indian Band councils and a number of Tribal Councils and other organizations.  There is no single ‘First Nation’ government that can speak on behalf of all.  There are differing regions, different cultures and different interests.  There can never be a single answer to the question: “What do First Nations want?”
	b) A duty to consult is the Commission’s obligation.  Solving the difficult logistical problems will be a challenge, but one which arises from the wide nature of the inquiry.  First Nations did not create this problem, and cannot be expected to solve it.  Our submissions are intended to be helpful suggestions, not a complete solution.
	c) There has already been a failure of consultation in the drafting of the Terms of Reference, and in the appointment of the Commission. The Commission should have included First Nation appointees, and the Terms of Reference should have been designed in consultation with First Nations. The Commission must now do all within its power to ensure that this oversight is recognized and corrected.

	40. The Commission’s duty to consult in this inquiry should not be approached as a legal obligation to be reluctantly performed at minimum standards, but instead as an important opportunity to add value to the Commission’s work, which, if a solution can be found, will add benefit for all participants before the Commission.
	41. Until recently, the Utilities Commission was not directly engaged with First Nation’s interest in its deliberations. Following the Court of Appeal decisions in Carrier Sekani and Kwikwetlem, there remain many unanswered questions for the Commission, for proponents, and for First Nations in how future processes will unfold, and in how the substantive obligations of accommodation can be met and can be factored into planning.
	42. If the Commission is able to design a proper consultation process, it might assist the Commission at the end of the Inquiry to answer some or all of the following questions:
	 What are the nature of the First Nation’s interests engaged by the various transmission and generation options?
	 At what stage, and in what manner, should the potential impacts and infringements of First Nations interests be factored into the planning of major infrastructure projects?
	 How do First Nations want to be consulted on such projects (and what is the role of the Commission and/or B.C. Hydro)?
	 What are the types of accommodation that will be required to deal with First Nation interests (eg. Strategic Land-Use Planning, Mitigation, Compensation, Revenue-sharing, Employment Benefits, Decision-making etc) and which are of a nature or magnitude that require consideration in this proceeding, or other subsequent utility or government strategic planning?
	   What institutional structures or processes or Commission rules or practices are recommended for dealing with these issues in implementing transmission infrastructure design and future major projects arising out of the Inquiry?
	 What are the impacts of First Nation concerns on costs/benefit analyses, and on scenarios or forecasting, and ultimately on the Commission’s determinations?

	43. If such questions could be answered, in whole or in part, the Commission would not only meet its legal duty, but provide a valuable service to the electrical industry, electrical consumers, and government, as well as First Nations with increased certainty and rollback for our future projects and applications will benefit all.
	44. It is not possible to give definitive answers to the above questions at this stage of the process, even for these individual First Nation Intervenors, let alone for First Nations generally throughout the Province.  We submit that such answers may be achievable and that it is substantial effort to do so.  Indeed, we submit that the Commission’s task in the Inquiry cannot be properly concluded nor reasoned choices made, without substantial progress on these questions.
	45. To achieve an outcome of such value will take concerted effort and proper process design.  It will requires positive effort from the Commission and reaching out.  It will not be achieved by the Commission taking a passive role, and relying upon the submissions of the present First Nation Intervenors, nor will it be achieved through the present BC Hydro ‘consultation’ process, nor solely by First Nation’s critique of BC Hydro’s submissions in an adversarial manner.
	The Logistical Challenge
	46. One logistical challenge for the Commission lies in the wide-scale impact nature of the Inquiry, and the extensive geographic scope of potential impacts across many more First Nations than our present Intervenors.  The obligation for meaningful consultation requires positive effort to identify concerns, and an interactive process for designing solutions.  Neither of those can be achieved by passive approach or by merely providing ‘an opportunity to make submissions’.
	47. It is probably unrealistic, within the time frames authorized, to enable the Commission to implement a proper consultation process with all of the 203 Indian Bands or Nations that will be potential impacted by the determinations to be made. But it is also not acceptable to simply make those determinations based solely on the input, or even full consultation with, the few First Nations who have chosen to actively participate in the Inquiry.
	48. If logistics prevent the Commission from fully consulting and engaging in accommodation discussions with all First Nations then it is suggested that the Commission must make all reasonable efforts available to it for alternative mechanisms. Such alternative mechanisms should take maximum advantage of the First Nations expertise available from the select First Nations that are participants, perhaps through collaborative processes. But the Commission must go further, and make positive and active attempts to invite comment from other First Nations, to visit those that wish to participate, and to ensure that any ‘scenario’ or ‘options’ development includes a gathering of information that represents as wide a sub-section of First Nations as reasonably possible.
	The Information Challenge 
	49. Just as the Commission looks to utilities such as BC Hydro to develop, test and present complex ‘Scenarios’, with its engineering and forecasting expertise, the Commission should look for First Nation’s expertise in the development of various ‘Scenarios’, or ‘Options’ for the answers to the First Nation questions.  As with utilities-developed technical models, the Commission can be guided by such models, subject to testing by the Commission, and by other Participants and Intervenors.
	50. First Nations are the most trust-worthy source of information about First Nation concerns. The Commission should look first to empower First Nations to design process models to resolve First Nation issues.
	51. These Intervenors wish to advise the Commission that we are prepared to work together with the other First Nation Intervenors in an appropriate collaborative process for a general scenario development, specific to the consultation and accommodation questions, to answer the questions set out above. Such a process should be based on development of wide and representative process options, in as non-adversarial manner as possible.
	52. This proposed ‘collaborative’ First Nation Consultation scenario/model might focus on process and accommodation options. It should be in addition to, and not replace the scenario development by B.C. Hydro already underway on various other questions. A First Nation perspective also needs to be considered within those scenarios.
	53. Already, from the Commissions Scoping order (G-86-09) it is apparent that the Commission contemplates that B.C.T.C./B.C. Hydro will be developing generation scenarios, demand scenarios, export scenarios and cost comparisons between options without factoring in First Nation costs. An adequate way to integrate the First Nations perspective in those scenarios needs to be identified, in addition to reviewing a First Nation generated scenario/model in respect of consultation and accommodation. 
	54. Such ‘collaborative’ participation in both the BC Hydro scenarios and the FN scenario should not replace the ability of a First Nation Intervenor to represent its own individual interests, and to test such models from its own perspective, in a manner normally open to Intervenors before the Commission.



	2. Suggested Approach
	55. Accordingly, these Intervenors suggest the following approach:
	i) An Advisory Panel: the Commission must recognize the absence of appropriate participation from First Nations in its make-up. Since the Commissioners cannot probably alter their own appointments, they could however appoint a three-person panel from First Nations to sit as equals in some or all of the Commission’s deliberations, and provide a resource for the Commission to engage directly;
	ii) Community Engagement Hearings:  The Commission itself should engage with all communities wishing to participate in informal community hearings/meetings (at least one to each major nation), which would be held in First Nation communities, and where the Commissioners could obtain a first-hand understanding of concerns;
	iii) Scenario Critiques:  To the extent that the Commission has relied or will rely upon BC Hydro/BCTC technical scenarios, options or modeling, the Commission should empower the present First Nation Intervenors, working collaboratively, to develop alternative scenarios or scenario critiques from a First Nation prospective;
	iv) Consultation and Accommodation modeling:  The Commission should empower a collaborative First Nation-led Scenario/Options development for potential consultation and accommodation processes and options. Such a modeling process should be designed seek to recognize First Nations views from the widest sub-set possible, and not specific to the Intervenors;
	v) A Separate Consultation and Accommodation Section for the Hearing: The evidence produced by a First Nation-led Scenario or Model should be the subject of a specific portion of the Hearing where such a model can be tested by First Nation Intervenors, the Commission, and other participants; 
	vi) Draft Reasons: The Commission should produce, after the above processes have concluded, draft written portions of its potential intended report dealing with consultation and accommodation, and how it might propose to deal with First Nations issues, and allow First Nations a real chance to comment (either through a further hearing, or by submissions), and then provide further reasons adjusting its proposals to accommodate First Nation concerns.
	56. It is important to understand that these suggestions constitute one possible roadmap. It cannot be said that this roadmap fully complies with the duty of consultation and accommodation which arises for all First Nations on the very important issues arising in the Inquiry. However, given the logistical limitations, it may be an adequate substitute, and if fully implemented, may provide an outcome that will provide value for all. 
	ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 24 DAY OF JULY, 2009
	ON BEHALF OF THE SQUAMISH NATION, THE LAX KW’ALAAMS INDIAN BAND AND THE CARRIER SEKANI TRIBAL COUNCIL
	_____________________________
	Gregory J. McDade, Q.C.
	 Legal Counsel







